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PH (re; Goulden), 

I was at the American Booksellers' Association convention today. One of the press 
conferences was Joe Goulden's, on his new book on the Washington lawyers. I waited until 
the scheduled and to go there and found him about free. When he was free I intorduced my-
self and told him the; when he had coupleted the promotional, canpiign on this book, I'd 
like to talk to him about the report that LUO was an agent, etc. "e was interested and 
willing, and we agreed that he would come here in three weeks to a month. lie would like 
copies of the Y61 reports, which he has never seen, and I told him I'd provide them. 

Later, when I was visiting with a friend who runs a hospitality room at the convention, 
he came in an sat down with me for a while. It turns out that he had reason not to 
trust the 1,si or its purposes and intent frolethe beginning and therefore was reluctant 
to talk to them. I founs it interesting that he that early detected their dishonesty. 

Eis source wan dill Alexander. "e thinks Alexander was also hudkins' source but he 
is not certain. Hudkins was definituly nUT Goulden's source. The story I told him on 
hudkins' source was news to him. 

He hears from Eudkins intermittently. As of a couple of months ago Hudkins was 
still in Baltimore, still with the News—American. He regards Hudkins as a bit strange 
and sometimes not dependable. 

1•ly impression is that Gould= doesn't and didn't credit the WR. We didn't talk 
for that long either time, but this is the impression l have. It is posAble that he 
has reasons not attributable to study of the report, reasons independent of it, perhaps 
this lack of confidence in the FBI. 

He did seem interested in talking to me, did several times says he'd be up. I 
presume he will be. So, if there are any sp,cial questions you'd like me to as him, 
let me know and I will. He still lives in Washington. 

Best, 
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